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Admin Product 
Update Guide
How to get the most out of the  
new intelligent hiring experience.
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09 The admin checklist 
 Hit the ground running in a few easy steps.

New product features for all users 
Take a look at some of the new features heading to  
you and your team.

12    |   Improved collaboration 
An easier way to work as one team. 

15    |   Increased productivity   
Make your day-to-day more efficient.

Enhanced admin experience 
New updates that make managing your users simpler. 03

Activation process 
How to start using or opt out of the intelligent hiring experience.10
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Resources  
Where to find answers to your questions and get help 
when you need it. 
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Introducing a new  
experience that makes it  
easier to build great teams 

The new intelligent hiring exper-
ience helps streamline your day 
with a more seamless workflow.

This guide will highlight some of 
the exciting new features headed 
your way. It will explain what to 
expect, how to prepare your team, 
and where to go for questions and 
additional help. 

Let’s get started. 

In this guide
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Enhanced 
admin 
experience
The LinkedIn intelligent hiring experience will soon have  
an updated admin experience that lets you control and 
manage users more easily.
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Increase flexibility and control with a new license model that  
separates license types and roles.

We are transitioning to a new construct of licenses and add-ons  
that maps to your existing Recruiter seats. There will be two types  
of licenses: a Project Creator and a Project Collaborator. Please  
see the table below, which shows how our new user management 
terminology maps to our previous user management terminology.

Coming soon

Previous terminology: Seat New terminology: License + Add-ons

Recruiter Seat Project Creator License  
+ Recruiter Search Add-on

Recruiter Seat  
with Admin Privileges

Project Creator License  
+ Recruiter Search Add-on  
+ Talent Solutions Administrator Add-on

Hiring Manager Seat Project Collaborator License

Dashboard Manager Seat Project Creator License

Separate license types and roles

Enhanced admin experience
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Easily invite users to Recruiter 
with any work email address, even 
when it’s not associated with a 
LinkedIn profile. 

Coming soon

Invite users with 
their work email

Quickly take  
action
Take bulk actions – like assigning 
a license, parking, or revoking a 
license – on many users at once.

Coming soon

Enhanced admin experience
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Quickly assign licenses to large groups of seatholders by uploading a CSV file of user names.

Coming soon 

Assign licenses in bulk

Enhanced admin experience
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Precisely manage user data by downloading up to 16 user attributes to a CSV file. 

Coming soon

See a clearer picture of your Recruiter users

Enhanced admin experience
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Preparing  
your team
Creating a better hiring experience  
for your team starts with you. 

The following  admin checklist can 
help you prepare your team for the 
new features heading their way. 
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These steps can help you get the most out 
of a new way of working now, while setting 
your team up for success down the road. 

The admin checklist
Step 1: Be sure to check out the LinkedIn 
intelligent hiring experience resources.

Step 2: Visit the FAQ page for answers 
to common questions.

Step 3: Sign up for the webinar and live 
Q&A session. Encourage your team to do  
so as well. 

Step 4: Make sure each Recruiter user has 
signed in to the new experience so they 
can start familiarizing themselves. 

https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/customer/intelligent-hiring-admin
https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/customer/intelligent-hiring-admin/faq
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Activation process
Before activation
Thirty days before your new experience is activated, you will see an in-product 
notification displaying a countdown. When that 30-day period is over, the new 
experience will be turned on and all of your existing data will be transferred.

Activation day
At activation, a 30-day temporary opt-out period will begin. You may opt out  
of the new experience and return to the previous experience at any time 
during this 30-day period if you feel your team needs more time to prepare  
for the changes. 

Postponing activation
Only admins can opt a contract out of the new experience. If this action is 
taken, all users on the contract will be opted out. 

Once this 30-day opt-out period is over, your account will permanently 
transfer to the new experience and you will not be able to extend the opt-out. 
We believe that 30 days should be sufficient additional time to prepare your 
team for the new experience, but if this causes problems for your team, please 
reach out to your LinkedIn Account team for assistance. 
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Updates 
your team 
will love
From creating a unified pipeline of candidates with 
sourced leads and job applicants all in one place to 
receiving intelligent candidate recommendations, here 
are some of the big upcoming changes and features your 
team can expect. When combined, they make the hiring 
process seamless and save time for you and your team. 
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Improved 
collaboration
Work better together.

Meet the new collaboration tools that keep 
the hiring process running smoothly. Now 
you can see your teammates’ messaging 
history with candidates right on the candi-
date profile. This new experience also gives 
you the ability to solicit feedback and reply 
to your teammates’ notes directly on the 
candidate profile. 
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View your teammates’ communication history with candidates right in the candidate profile view. 

See all candidate communication history in one place

Improved collaboration
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Now you can tag individual 
team members in notes to start a 
conversation from directly within 
a candidate’s profile. You can also 
reply to notes and control who sees 
the conversation. 

Easily discuss  
candidates with 
your team

Improved collaboration
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Increased 
productivity
A better way to work.

We’re creating a new seamless workflow 
that will make your day more efficient.  
From a new homepage to slide-in  
candidate profiles, you can now see  
more, and do more.
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A new slide-in candidate profile 
view provides more candidate 
information, so you no longer have 
to toggle between Recruiter and 
Linkedin.com. 

Now candidate profiles slide in 
from the right and appear over 
search results, ensuring that 
you never lose your place in a 
search. You can also easily toggle 
between tabs across the top of 
each candidate profile to see 
additional insights, view feedback 
from your team, or attach files.  
It’s everything you need, all in  
one place. 

Interacting with 
slide-in candidate 
profiles

Increased productivity
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The LinkedIn intelligent hiring experience 
lets you manage sourced leads and 
applicants all in one place. 

You can now easily add a job to your search 
project, allowing you to view both your 
sourced leads and job applicants in the new 
Talent Pool tab. You can then add any of 
these candidates to a single pipeline.

Easily manage  
candidates across  
hiring channels with a 
new unified pipeline

Increased productivity
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The new homepage makes launching right 
back into your workflow a breeze, with new 
features that let you:  

• Start a new search from any page in 
Recruiter – the search box now sits in the 
top navigation bar

• Easily resume work on existing projects 
with quick access to recent and pinned 
projects 

• Quickly review hiring manager feedback

• Receive notification badges for new 
messages, feedback requests, and more

Do more with the  
new homepage

Increased productivity
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Close the communication 
loop with job applicants

Increased productivity

You can use the new rejections feature to send 
rejection messages to applicants in bulk or 
individually – all in just a few clicks.
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Resources
As you begin to use the LinkedIn intelligent hiring experience, 
we’re here to help with resources, training, and support every step 
of the way. 

Recruiter Help Center
Still can’t find an answer? Visit the Recruiter  
Help Center.

One-on-one guidance
If you have more questions, please reach out to 
your LinkedIn Account team. 

The intelligent hiring 
experience makes hiring 
more productive and 
collaborative, simplifies 
license management, and 
brings teams together. 

It also gives admins and users  
a foundation for the future. 

https://www.linkedin.com/help/recruiter
https://www.linkedin.com/help/recruiter
https://www.linkedin.com/help/recruiter



